Rickmers Ship Management is a part of the Rickmers Group’s Maritime Services business unit. With offices in Hamburg and Singapore, Rickmers Ship Management controls more than 90 vessels in operation and is a first class vessel operator with high quality technical and crew management as well as reliable and safe operating standards.

Starting situation

As Rickmers has a reputation for reliability, quality and efficiency, these also are the criteria by which the company selects its logistics partners. For years now, Hellmann has not only lived up to these expectations but has also impressed this customer with its logistics know-how and competence.

Solution

After an intensive implementation phase, during which Hellmann employees have been located at Rickmers to ensure the highest quality and enable flawless communication, the following solutions were implementor Rickmers:

- Global supply chain solutions for spare parts of several fleets
- Setup of two control towers in Hamburg and Singapore
- Warehouses for the consolidation of ship spareparts at several locations including Hamburg, Singapore, Seoul, Tokyo and Hong Kong
- Sea and Airfreight solutions for transporting the ship spareparts from our warehouses to the vessels.

Rickmers aims to achieve longterm cost-efficiency through this cooperation. This is to be achieved by optimizing of the routes, reducing the warehouse locations and increasing sea freight volume resulting in reduced airfreight consignments.
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